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King Street is known as the heritage precinct of Raymond Terrace and once functioned as
the main street offering convenience of buildings and stores along the riverfront. The access
from the river supported the town’s agriculture.
A walk down King Street today shows a very different street front due to the devastation
caused by the 1955 floods—one of many since 1840. Because of the flood, the business
district was moved to create a new town centre further away from the banks of the river.

King Street

Raymond Terrace’s river port precinct today.
Reproduced according to conditions, Google Earth.

King Street Streetscape

Reproduced according to conditions, Google Earth.

The Blue House
Then: Changes in location
Located on King Street, Raymond
Terrace, house #23 is in the heart of
the heritage-listed precinct. The site
was occupied by numerous
storefronts before it became the
much-admired Richardson and
Scully Store.

Single story building at #23 King Street. Photo Courtesy of
Raymond Terrace Historical Society

Now: Piecing it together
There are more uncertainties about
house #23 today in comparison to
the rich history of its location. The
current building was built in the
1990s in sympathy to the previous
buildings that once stood in its
place. It is currently privately owned.

Word on the Street
In an interview with the confectionery shop
owner, Mr Jake Bush, he discusses the
history of the building, from transformations
of block #23 to the significant roles King
Street’s riverfront and agriculture played in
the aspect of retail and store development.
Video made possible by the courtesy of Confectionary shop
owner Jake Bush. Created by Brian Dexter, Nicci
Davidson, & Madeleine Lantry.

https://vimeo.com/user109447540/review/396360705/052
435c57b

The Depths of the Past
1850s Phase 1 Humble beginnings
Tracing block #23 reveals it has a long history of different stores and purposes. Originally,
throughout the 1850s it was ‘Peeks Hunter River Store’ and the ‘Iron Store.’ Later the store
was taken over by Mr Black and became ‘Blacks Junction Store.’ From here, great
developments and advancements occurred for Raymond Terrace through the work and
meeting of Mr Black and Mr Richardson. Mr Richardson took over the store after finishing his
apprenticeship with Mr Black and created through another partnership the ‘Richardson and
Scully Store.’ With support from the townspeople they were able to transform the once iron
building into a warehouse in 1890.
Photograph of Richardson and Scully Building 1890s.
Hunter, C. (2008). Raymond Terrace, N.S.W.: Raymond Terrace and District Historical Society.

1870-90s Phase 2 Richardson and Scully
Arriving in NSW in 1841, in the 1860s Richardson joined the service of Mr Black’s
store. In 1871 the business was taken over by Richardson following Mr Black’s death.
He eventually went into partnership with Scully. The Richardson and Scully Store
occupied three buildings across land lots 5 and 6. The central shop was a ”drapers,
grocers, ironmongers, produce merchants etc.”
Richardson and Scully were credited and respected throughout the Lower Hunter as
they helped settlers who faced hard times, caused by floods and other conditions;
through their offerings in the store, which lightened the load and helped establish the
township. The Richardson name went on to become much admired within the
Raymond Terrace community.
RAYMOND TERRACE. – Australian Town and Country Journal (Sydney, NSW : 1870 – 1907) – 13 Aug 1887. (2020). Retrieved
28 January 2020, from https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/71088031

1990s Phase 3 To stand out in King Street you must fit in
After a visit to the precinct it is visible that the typical style of buildings are two-story and brick parapet
(an extension of the wall for aesthetic reasons to cover a flat roof, in this case). Architectural
drawings play an important role in providing evidence of the style of the time and help the restoration
of buildings based off primary sources. To date, many of King Street’s heritage buildings date to the
1890s but some have been removed, moved, or rebuilt much like block #23.
Architectural drawing Raymond Terrace John W. Pender 1879.
Pender, J. (2020). Plan of a shop dwelling in Raymond Terrace, NSW (30 August 1879). Retrieved 28 January 2020, from
https://livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/76204

Reconfiguring Fun
Activity Source Corroboration
Using the photographs or architectural plan in the blog of the house #23, draw or
Photoshop an older existing building over the top of the house #23 1990s rebuild.
Focus on the architectural design and how it has changed or remains the same.
Reference and discussion of time periods/eras throughout history need to be made in
the form of a compare and contrast. Define the importance of historical buildings
restoration and why a community would want the buildings to reflect the past.

Step 1: Select a building within the street or a previous shop front that existed. The example uses house
#21, which is located next door to house #23. Another good building to use is the previous Richardson and
Scully Central Store. You can either draw this or use a photograph.
Step 2: Select the picture of house #23 (the blue house). You can either draw this or use a
photograph.

Step 3: Open the photographs or take a photograph of your two drawings and open them preferably in
Photoshop or your desired image-layering platform. Place the two images over the top of one another turning
the transparency levels of one of the images down to about 50%. Turn one of the images to black and white
and the other to colour so that you can see more clearly the differences and similarities between the two
buildings.
Use this resource to compare and contrast the structure of the buildings, looking at design elements and
influences of the eras. Having read the other blogs in this series, consider why King Street and its community
value its heritage-listed buildings and would want the streets buildings to remain reflecting the past.

Do you think the past plays an important role in the future?
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